IN GENERAL

WELCOME A NEW ERA, AMERICA

Your vote did count.

Be proud.

The Media

I am amazed at how petty and ignorant our media has become. They are not journalists, but worthless liberal liars, propagandists on par with reality TV hosts.

They continue to attack Mr. Trump and any decision he makes. It is truly something to behold, an entire corrupt and rude industry that thinks themselves above the will of the American people.

President-elect Trump should limit access to the White House briefings and suspend press passes to any wanna-be journalists who abuse their power and print lies. Substandard press people can go get their news briefings from Telemundo….

A majority of our media has been criminally complicit in failing to inform the American people on the corruption rampant in the Obama administration as well as the true state of world affairs.
Liberals are more dangerous and ignorant than ever. Their arrogance shows they misread what the average American thinks is important. Further, they tried to sway the election with their propaganda. Now they spew their dumbass excuses of the election and how they were disenfranchised. Liberals are mentally deficient in their views of the real world and how things really are.
Our media is out of touch and out of control. They have let their liberal bias and ignorance slip into all areas of their reporting. They are like an untrained child with a loaded gun. They wish to take on the will of the American people. My answer is simple, let’s get the party started bitches….

African Americans and Gays have been used as political tools by the current president and the media. They have been selected as special interest groups that have supposedly been “victimized.” They wholeheartedly accepted this label to push their BS on the rest of us. Try just being a good American for a change.
We should also focus on reforming our educational institutions. We as a nation must bring reality back into our schools, colleges and universities and not seed young minds with theoretical bullshit. Theories are okay when there is not much on the line and you have time to experiment. Homework must be accompanied by field work and reality.

AND FINALLY....

ISRAEL WE APOLOGIZE FOR OBAMA
Goat humpers beware. Your days are numbered.

It is sad that the Obama administration has opened the flood gates to these cult followers. It is not enough that they hate us from abroad, this administration wants to seed them in our communities and create a danger within. It is like injecting poison directly into the human body.

It used to be that you earned your right to become an American and were proud to wear that label. Now we are supposed to feel sorry for our nationalism. Now we give away citizenship and money and do not take care of our own.

Islamic Extremists have now pissed off Russia with the assignation of Russia’s Turkish Ambassador. He was not screaming make Turkey great, but “Another Snackbar.” Where is the Islamic outrage?

Have you heard any condemnation from any part of Islam reference the acts being committed lately? No and you will not. They in whole, silently condone it. Islam is the problem and they will never condemn these actions. Silent is consent in their world. They will continue to contribute bodies to their cause and we need to keep putting them in the ground.
WHEN YOU REALIZE

YOU'RE ACCUSING RUSSIA
OF DOING EXACTLY WHAT
YOU TRIED TO DO TO ISRAEL

EIGHT YEARS OF WAR
LOWEST ECONOMY GROWTH IN AMERICAN HISTORY
RECORD NUMBER OF MASS SHOOTINGS RECORD NUMBER
OF PEOPLE ON FOOD STAMPS
RECORD HIGH HEALTH INSURANCE COST RECORD HIGH
NATIONAL DEBT
WORST RIOTING SINCE 1967
HIGHEST POVERTY LEVEL IN AMERICAN HISTORY
THIS IS WHAT LIBERALS CALL "SUCCESS"
WHEN YOU SPEND 40 YEARS PREPARING TO BE PRESIDENT

BUT LOSE TO A GUY WHO PICKED UP POLITICS AS A HOBBY

EducatédHillbilly™
@RobProvince

Liberals who spent a year calling Trump a fascist are today praising Fidel Castro. You can't make this shit up.

11/26/16, 9:51 AM
Imprisoned homosexuals, executed dissidents, burned books, restricted free speech and association.

LOVED BY THE LEFT

FIDEL CASTRO UPDATED HIS PROFILE PHOTO...
WHEN YOU FINALLY BECOME A GOOD COMMUNIST

COMMUNISM:
Fidel Castro's funeral jeep breaks down.

They had 57 years to prepare for the brutal Communist dictator's funeral, and they could not find even one army jeep that would run.
HOLLYWOOD ASS CLOWNS

Vote with you dollars and boycott any entertainer that embraces the liberal cause. If they want to use their position to spew BS, crush them financially. Let them all sit around and stroke each other when they are out of work...

WHEN YOU LOSE AN ELECTION

BUT STILL GET A RIBBON

"I'M ASHAMED TO BE AMERICAN!"

BELIEVE ME, WE'RE ALL ASHAMED THAT YOU'RE AMERICAN TOO...
THE MAN WHO RAISED
THIS GUY IS LECTURING US
ON THE MAN WHO
RAISED THIS GIRL

DURING THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION, OVER
2500 AMERICANS DIED FIGHTING OVERSEAS.

BUT, ELLEN DEGENERES RECEIVED THE PRESIDENTIAL
MEDAL OF FREEDOM. FOR WHAT? – JOE WEBB
JOIN THE NRA... and help shape their future and ours.
MOTIVATION

THE FACELESS HERO

HE DOESN'T DO IT FOR THE GLORY. HE DOES IT BECAUSE IT'S THE RIGHT THING TO DO

Celtic Wolf Code

- Protect your family
- Honor the elders
- Teach the young
- Be loyal to your friend
- Voice your opinion
- Stand your ground
- Take charge when others show weakness
- Play when you can
- Work when you must
- Always leave your mark
On a lighter note:

**Hey mom, bring me another hot pocket**

*I'm busy trolling Donald Trump*

**Because I'm a veteran**

*I laugh at really inappropriate shit*
CSAT FUTURE

CSAT training cadre and I recently returned from a leadership retreat where we discussed the future of CSAT.

Looking to the future, not much will change. We will add 1-2 new classes a year as suggested by students or as dictated by the direction of society.

I will be throttling back and doing more instructor classes and allowing my cadre to step up and become lead instructors in the student classes. I will likely be in and out of student classes as I find it is the best place to get some trigger time and maintain my skills.

This will take place in the Fall of 2017 and will allow me to work more on Instructor Classes.

TRAINING NOTES

AN URBAN MARKSMAN will be run 29 May to 2 June, 2017. Barracks will be available and it will be limited to 14 students. LE/Mil only.

EXTREME PISTOL is a class I will be adding in 2017. It will focus on polishing mechanics of pistol shooting while engaging distance targets from ranges of 25 to 200 yards.
Video will be used to show the student the finer points of their shooting plan and we will work in both a static range and field environment. This class is applicable to anyone wanting to work on their distance skills or just polish up their shooting plan. It is good for pistol hunters as well.

**USE OF VIDEO DURING CSAT TRAINING**

We encourage the use of video for shooting training. To preserve the privacy of students at CSAT, the use of video can be curtailed by the instructor. While we routinely use video to critique pistol students and educate instructor students on how to diagnose shooter problems, we control the video. I don’t give it out for several reasons. The first reason is that I would need every student’s permission to do this. Next, it would be time consuming to edit the work.

Much of the video I see taken from Go-Pro’s is of little training use and more action guy shots and look at what I did. It does not capture the mechanics of the shooter as seen from the side.

We have many students that do not wish to be videoed. I will respect their wishes. If you wish to be videoed, bring your own camera or IPAD so you control the content.

Further, if you unfamiliar with your video equipment and burn training time trying to get it set up, you will be asked to leave it in your car. In short, practice with it beforehand.

Before you video at CSAT, ASK. If you do not, we will take appropriate action.

**RANGE UPDATE:**

In the repair mode for this past month…

**CLASSROOM/ LODGE:**

None at this time.

**EQUIPMENT:**

"Contact Concealment and Bruce W. would like to thank everyone for their support during his recovery and rehab from his accident/illness. Your understanding, patience and words of encouragement meant a lot. We couldn’t ask for a better customer base...many of which have become friends through the years. The community really stepped up and backed us during this difficult time...we are grateful and humbled. We wish everyone a very safe and blessed 2017."
Colonel Blades

They make simple and efficient tools that are needed for up close personal protection. I have quietly watched the folks at Colonel Blades, their videos and purchased several of their products for my personal protection equipment and as Christmas gifts. I like to give useful tools instead of a widget or gadget that someone I care about might like. Nothing says I care about you and your safety like a solid tool. Easy to employ and effective.
They can be used right or left hand, tip up or tip down. If you can throw a punch, you can make it work. Also, with gloves or without. This is the larger version.


G43 and Ghost Gear
I have been working with the G43 platform a bit more and they are shooters. I purchased several Ghost mag extenders and springs for the regular grip and they easily go on and off. Once I figure out my grip tension/index, it shoot incredibly well for me.

http://www.ghostinc.com/
HUNTING UPDATE:
READING/MISC. INFORMATION

More books stacking up…

IN CLOSING

Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.

Paul R. Howe